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Forgiveness, Happiness and Inner Peace 

 

     Our gospel today is all about forgiveness. Now when it comes to forgiveness, I have 

a one-track mind. I think forgiveness is something we can all use a little of. 

     Years ago, I remember reading a poem about forgiveness in the life of Our Blessed 

Lady. For the life of me I can’t remember who wrote that poem or where it can be 

found. Still, I can’t forget it. In this poem, according to tradition, Mary made the very 

first stations of the cross and she did it in reverse. She did it on the very day Christ died. 

Mary, in the gathering dusk of that awful day, slowly retraced her steps from the 

tomb…along the road where Jesus had left His autograph in the earth by dragging His 

cross. 

     She went all the way back to the very balcony where Pilate had sent Jesus off to die. 

And, according to a very touching story in the poem - as Mary made her way along the 

road, noticing every now and then a tell-tale dab of blood upon a stone – she saw a 

woman approaching her. Her head was bowed down and her shoulders were shaking 

with great sobs. Then for one heart breaking moment, their eyes met and they 

recognized each other. And, in the next instant, Mary had taken the woman into her 

arms. The mother of Jesus was comforting the mother of Judas. 

     You and I know that was exactly the way it would have happened. What else would 

you expect? Can you even imagine Mary touching the cross sticky with her son’s fresh 

blood and vowing vengeance on the perpetrators? No way! Well, we all claim to be 

children of Mary. So, shouldn’t we take after our mother? Shouldn’t we be forgiving 

too? Shouldn’t we be like her? 

     I think I have found a way how we can check whether or not we truly love Jesus and 

Mary. You can do this right now by contributing to a very special collection. I am 

asking you to make a contribution right now…even while you are listening to me. 

There’s not going to be ushers with baskets. Instead, the Mother of God is going to 

come to each of you with her outstretched hands. And you need not open your wallets 

or your purses, but only open your hearts. As with all collections, some can give only a 

little; some can give a lot. But all can give! Into this collection I ask you to throw all your 

old hatreds, grudges and enmities. Get rid of them all and stand free of them. Let there 

be no wall between you and your heavenly Father. 
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     In South America – on the order between Chile and Argentina – there stands a 

majestic statue called The Christ of the Andes. For years and years these two countries 

hated each other with an eternal hatred. They rained havoc on each other with bombs 

and shells and bullets. But now there is a friendship between them. In the strangest of 

all peace treaties, hey both agreed to melt down their cannons and shells. From this 

metal they formed this towering statue of the Prince of Peace. Their grievances are 

buried in the holy feet of this statue. 

     Today can you find it in your heart to bury all your old grievances and hatreds and 

let in true happiness and inner peace? Oh, I hope so. Remember, your contributions to 

this collection will go a long way to taking care of all the taxes that come due on 

judgment day. So, let us open our hearts and set them straight.   

      

*Inspired by Mark 11:11-26 


